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The importance of email

99%
describe email as important and mission critical to 
corporate operations.

81%
say email is the most important tool for employee 
communication.

When it comes to 
migration, high-fidelity 
data along with minimal 
data loss and downtime 
are crucial.
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There is no such thing as a perfect migration. Most migrations come with 
a lot of moving parts, and even in the best of circumstances, 
environmental failures and human error can cause data to 
become corrupt or lost, interrupting your carefully crafted 
migration plan. Make sure you’re ready to quickly recover 
and keep your migration project on schedule.

How does recovery fit 
into your Exchange 
migration?

With the right recovery plan — and the 
right recovery solution — you can 
quickly recover from data loss or 
corruption during your migration. Even 
better, a good recovery solution will 
continue to deliver value long after your 
migration is complete, protecting your 
organization against data loss, 
downtime, loss of revenue and damage 
to its reputation. 

Learn more about how Quest can help 
build recovery into your migration plan.

Read the Tech Brief

Most organizations who have only partially adopted cloud 
email want to deploy it to all their employees.

3 reasons you need recovery 
software for a migration

1 2 3
Recover 
missing or 
corrupted 
data quickly 
to keep the 
migration 
running on 
schedule.

Confirm 
what’s been 
migrated in 
the event of 
a server 
failure, 
network 
glitch, etc.

Create 
and test the 
migration 
and disaster 
recovery 
plan for 
compliance 
purposes.

“... Waiting until you lose data is a 
bad time to start thinking about how 
to recover it.”

— Restructuring, Consolidating or Merging
AD Domains, March 2013

Recovery software addresses challenges that 
Exchange professionals face before and during 
migrations, and the software also continues to deliver 
value long after your migration is complete.

Do you have plans to move entirely 
to cloud-based email services?

Why did your company 
consider cloud-based 
email services?

Does your organization face any challenges with email migration, 
recovery or reporting?

63%
48%

33%
24%

63%

50%
56%

Simplify 
management

Cost 
savings

Simplify 
administration

Search email for investigations

Find lost email for users/groups

Move specific emails (e.g., PST to O�ce 365)

Search/delete sensitive data in email

Yes, in 
2015

Yes, in 
2016

Yes, in 
2017+

Not sure 
when

Choose 
not to

29% 13% 4% 27% 19%

https://www.quest.com/techbrief/planning-an-exchange-or-ad-migration-three-reasons-to-include-a-plan-f875661/
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When it comes to 
migration, high-fidelity 
data along with minimal 
data loss and downtime 
are crucial.

“... Waiting until you lose data is a 
bad time to start thinking about how 
to recover it.”

— Restructuring, Consolidating or Merging 
AD domains. March 2013


